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PREFACE

The objective of this year’s report was to answer the question, “What 
threats will be relevant in 2018?” To answer this question, we had 
to generate a list of specific questions, assess the changing threat 
landscape, and look into emerging social and political factors that may 
have played a role in shaping it. The report relies on both internal and 
external intelligence sources to address these requirements: 

What threats were pervasive between 2016 and 2017?

Do we see differences in trends from year to year?

Are there threats expected to be common to all industries?

Are there threats expected to be more pervasive against a 
particular industry? Why?

Is there a particular industry we can expect to be more 
targeted in 2018?

Are there any emerging or little-known threats that have 
the capability to become widespread in 2018?

What external factors and events may affect pervasiveness 
of different threats?
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Agencies and organizations are actively working to harden their cybersecurity defenses, following a 
series of escalations in 2017 that included:

• Two major ransomware outbreaks, both of which were associated with critical infrastructure attacks 
impacting healthcare, transit and power systems (Perelman, 2018). 

• Numerous high-level breaches and leaks that exposed the personal information and credentials of 
millions of individuals in both the public and private domains (Novinson, 2017). 

• A declaration by NATO to take a more aggressive stance in cyberspace (Weiss, 2017).

• US social media user campaign attribution to Russia. 

• The public leak of professionally-crafted cyberweapons (Goodin, 2017) which were quickly adapted 
and integrated with traditional malware, as with the WannaCry outbreak (Sanger, 2017). 

Alongside the escalating potential for cyberwar, criminals stand to gain ground as sophisticated tools 
become available to them and a blooming Dark Web provides an anonymous marketplace for the trading 
of both malicious tools and services, as well as stolen information (Beres, 2015). Anonymized payments 
using digital-based currencies (i.e. cryptocurrency) have increased opportunities for less capable 
adversaries. Could these factors point to further escalations in 2018?

2017 THREAT L ANDSCAPE: 
RISING TIDES
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From 2016 to 2017, traffic on the eSentire detection surface* has shown a noticeable increase in most 
threat types (Figure 2), particularly in Information Gathering (+130%), Reputation Blocks (+77%) and Fraud 
(+75%). Intrusion Attempts and Malicious Code showed a moderate increase, while there was a decline in 
Availability attacks and Unclassified events.

Cybercrime continues to increase as internet infrastructure develops globally, driven by underground 
markets on the Dark Web, cryptocurrencies, a growing demand for cybercriminal services and cyberwar 
escalation. Legitimate businesses are expanding and growing, too. As more infrastructure is brought 
online, more devices are exposed to the potential threats of cybercrime, increasing the opportunity and 
risk for collateral damage.

Figure 1: Threat trends in 2017

Figure 2: Change in detection volume by threat type from 2016 to 2017

THREAT TRENDS
T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Information Gathering allows attackers to profile a target by identifying vulnerabilities and/or 
misconfigurations. A surge in Information Gathering (scanning) is plausibly a response to the public 
release of vulnerabilities affecting popular technologies, such as Apache Struts. It could also relate to the 
increase in connected devices in 2017 or a growing interest in cybercrime.   

Reputation Blocks represent the volume of prevented attacks based on known threat intelligence. In 
response to reputation-based blocking, adversaries continue to diversify their attack infrastructure. It 
cannot be excluded that new threat actors continue to enter the market, increasing the volume of attacks. 
An increase in Reputation Blocks can also speak to enhanced methods in collection and dissemination of 
threat intelligence.  

An increase in Fraud (phishing) attacks represents the growing popularity of email-based attacks. 
Phishing attacks rely on social engineering victims giving up credentials or downloading malicious 
software. These attacks are not new, but the availability of reliable client-side exploits has pushed 
adversaries to phishing as a means of infiltration.

While Availability attacks are in decline, there is still a risk of Distributed Denial-of-Service attacks (DDoS). 
In 2017, the Reaper Botnet garnered a lot of media attention (Krebs, 2017). Reaper is a collection of 
compromised IoT devices, allegedly being recruited for later use as a DDoS-for-hire service. The botnet 
was never realized, but it is doubtful that its limited success went unnoticed.

METHODS OF COMPROMISE

Phishing (Fraud) has always been a popular attack vector. However, as the availability of reliable web 
browser exploits declined in 2017, social engineering techniques saw widespread use (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Trends in methods of compromise from 2016 to 2017 for known (confirmed) and unknown (unverified) threats

Phishing is both a reliable and low effort attack vector, and affects organizations both large and small. 
It is plausible that larger organizations, although operating with greater budgets, experience more 
communication challenges when compared to smaller organizations. Threats are more numerous, and 
constant warnings can result in overwhelmed users who are more prone to simply ignore them. Plus, 
targeted threat dissemination requires dedicated staff or outsourcing. 

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Smaller organizations typically operating on smaller budgets have an advantage. Threats can be more 
easily communicated to staff (fewer users to email, face-to-face interactions more common), and 
out-of-band verification can be performed with little effort. Designing lures based on target interests 
can greatly increase the chance that the victim will click on a link. Nobody trusts the “Prince from 
Nigeria” anymore, but we may trust an email that appears to come from a close friend or the payroll 
department. Attackers can leverage this trust to craft phishing emails that victims are more likely to 
fall for.

An analysis of trends from 2016 to 2017 shows that attempts using the bruteforce method have 
grown nearly 400%. However, it should be noted that most of these detections originated from 
known hosts and were automatically blocked. Because bruteforce attacks are largely unsophisticated 
and often noisy, they are quickly recognized and dealt with. Two thirds of all bruteforce attacks were 
mitigated using reputation data, compared to just over half of all social engineering attacks. This 
implies that infrastructure used in bruteforce attacks is often recycled, whereas social engineering 
attacks operate from disposable infrastructure.

Data from the eSentire ThreatLab, which is distinct from the nominal eSentire detection surface, 
showed regular daily passwords attacks. The ThreatLab collection surface experiences anywhere from 
100 to 600 bruteforce and dictionary attempts, coming from 10 to 20 different IP addresses, each hour. 
In a one-month data sample,  the top three usernames attempted were ‘root’, ‘admin’ and ‘enable’. The 
top three passwords used were ‘system’, ‘sh’ and ‘admin’. The top locations from which attacks were 
launched were China, Brazil and the US (Figure 4).  

Figure 4: Sample of top usernames, passwords and source locations used in bruteforce attacks against eSentire honeypots

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E

E S E N T I R E
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The use of exploit kits (EKs) is in decline, which is reflected in both the overall detection volume and 
the confirmed hostile traffic volume (Reputation Blocks). As major web browsers continue to harden 
themselves against attack, availability of reliable client-side exploits will continue to diminish. Coordinated 
takedowns of compromised infrastructure resulted in a “significant loss of capabilities to RIG operations,” 
according to RSA (Shadowfall, 2017), referring to the prevalent exploit kit in 2017. Ongoing efforts by 
researchers have resulted in more rapid identification of EK infrastructure, allowing pre-emptive blocking.

COMPROMISE TARGETS

Three vulnerabilities showed a significant upward trend from 2016 to 2017 (Figure 5). The first two, 
OpenSSL and Apache Struts, are common technologies used to secure and serve web content. In 2017, 
customers were alerted to detections relating to OpenSSL almost three times as much as in 2016, while 
attacks against Apache Struts nearly doubled. Attacks against OpenSSL pertained to the Heartbleed 
vulnerability disclosed in 2014 and showed no success given the volume. Several critical CVEs for Apache 
Struts were released in 2017 and, given that several of these vulnerabilities were remotely exploitable, an 
increase in attacks was expected. 

Figure 5: Top trending compromise targets from 2016 to 2017

Another growing trend is attacks against consumer-grade routers. While use of these devices amongst 
eSentire clients is not widespread, these attacks were attributed to opportunistic exploit attempts against 
vulnerabilities in routers manufactured by Netgear and Linksys (both of whom own a significant share 
of the consumer network device market). To reduce overhead, hosts attempting these exploits did not 
bother to profile the target prior to launching attacks.

Figure 6: Change in attack volume against popular consumer-grade routers from 2016 to 2017

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Figure 8: Comparison of successful vs attempted phishing attacks

This increase in scanning efficiency comes at a cost, in that scan nodes are more quickly identified and 
blacklisted. However, this fact is irrelevant if disposable infrastructure (such as IoT devices assimilated 
into a botnet) is used. It is our assumption that the increase in attacks against these devices can be 
attributed to the perceived value in recruiting devices for attacks, as opposed to leveraging them as 
potential network entry-points. In 2017, researchers at Check Point and Qihoo 360 discovered that 
thousands of IoT devices, including consumer routers, were actively being recruited into a new botnet 
(Greenberg, 2017).

MALWARE TRENDS

2017 saw an increase in both ransomware and more notably, banking malware (Figure 7). 

Ransomware is inherently meant to be discovered by the victim, meaning infections are discovered 
and quickly dealt with. Banking malware, however, requires stealth and the use of various persistence 
mechanisms to ensure long term access on the victim asset. Traditionally, this malware type has relied 
heavily on Command in Control (C2) infrastructure, meaning increased opportunity for detection at the 
network layer. It is our assumption that remediation steps may differ between the two malware types. 
Where ransomware is typically remediated with a complete restoration of the infected asset, banking 
malware may be treated with less drastic measures. This increases the chance that banking malware will 
survive basic remediation actions and continue to reach out to C2 hosts identified in the initial infection, 
thus producing more alerts. 

INCREASED PHISHING SUCCESS

While verified phishing attempts have nearly doubled (+95%) from 2016 to 2017, verified successful 
phishing attacks have risen faster, at just over 130% (Figure 8). 

Figure 7: Comparison of alert volume trends from 2016 to 2017

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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However, the highest success rate came from lures fashioned after Google and Outlook365 login 
pages. Facebook, Apple and Dropbox had a high success rate too, but the small sample size (less than 
5 attempts) reduces the certainty that these events were representative in cyberspace at large.

Figure 9: Success ratio of a sample of phishing attacks Figure 10: A sample of common phishing lures

In 2017, nearly 22% of phishing attacks were successful (Figure 9). Across eSentire’s detection surface, 
a sampling of phishing attacks in 2017 revealed that DocuSign, which accounted for 30 attempts and 14 
successes, was the most common attack (Figure 10). 

INDUSTRY TRENDS

An increasing number of attacks targeted the biotechnology, finance, technology, legal and healthcare 
industries (Figure 11). At the top of the list, biotechnology experienced a 90% increase in alerts sent on 
hostile traffic. 

Figure 11: Alert volume trend across industry from 2016 to 2017

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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The finance industry is a likely target for financially-motivated attackers. Due to regulatory requirements, 
much of the threat surface in the financial industry is becoming hardened and it tends to represent a 
lower overall volume of hostile traffic than other industries. However, threat actors are constantly trying to 
find new ways to compromise the financial sector, given the low risk and large potential rewards available.

A large share of technology companies are software companies, some of which may have larger threat 
surfaces due to numerous requirements for cloud services and communication applications.

Organizations in the legal industry are in possession of sensitive information, making them high value 
targets for adversaries looking to monitor or subvert ongoing criminal or civil cases. Legal is also an 
attractive source for Personally Identifiable Information (PII).

The healthcare industry has received an increased share of the spotlight following the WannaCry outbreak 
that affected Britain’s National Health Services (NHS) in May (Perelman, 2018). As critical systems were 
compromised, hospitals had to cancel thousands of patient appointments. While no cases of harm to 
patients were reported, the collateral damage caused by WannaCry serves as a reminder that cyber-
attacks can carry real world consequences. Healthcare is also an ideal source of PII that can be monetized 
in various ways. Two common examples involve the sale of patient data on darknet markets and extortion 
of victims by threatening public release of PII. 

When it comes to banking malware, finance stood out, trending nearly fivefold from 2016 to 2017 
(Figure 12). Shortly behind were biotechnology, technology and construction. The healthcare and 
insurance industries, in comparison, experienced a decrease in banking malware. Our assumption is that 
employees in the financial industry are attractive targets as they are more likely to interface with financial 
systems pursued by banking malware.

Alerts sent on Fraud (phishing) attempts are on the rise across all industries (Figure 13). The ranking 
of industries for Fraud alerts likely relates to the susceptibility of each industry based on defensive 
capabilities. Real estate experienced the greatest increase in Fraud attempts, with nearly ten times as 
many in 2017 compared to 2016, while biotechnology only experienced twice as many. It is probably 
due to a lower security awareness that industries like real estate, retail and nonprofits are experiencing 
increased phishing attacks. 

Figure 12: Comparison of trends in banking malware across industries from 2016 to 2017

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Finance, while susceptible to banking malware, is apparently less prone to Fraud. It is our assumption 
that the finance industry, with a greater percentage of IT budget allocated to security and more stringent 
compliance requirements, is more resistant to these attacks. Additionally, overall awareness of fraudulent 
activities is greater in this industry, making successful attacks less probable. 

The increase in ransomware attacks in the last two years appears to primarily target the technology 
sector (Figure 14). Despite NSA and FBI recommendations that ransomware demands not be paid, there 
are many cases when an organization may find themselves in a position where paying the ransom results 
in a quicker return to business function, while not paying the ransom would lead to further loss (FBI, 
2016). Adversaries are therefore incentivized to find industries that are under more financial pressure to 
pay. Generally, this includes industries where value is attributed to timely delivery of technology services. 
The technology sector could plausibly be an ideal target for such a desired reaction. It is equally plausible 
that technology is not more targeted, but more susceptible to cyber-attack, due to a poor security 
posture compared to other industries. Because the technology industry is the superset of several 
different types of organizations, from cybersecurity to social media services, their security posture 
can vary greatly. Unlike the financial sector, not all members of the technology sector have regulatory 
requirements that must be met. 

Figure 13: Comparison of trends of phishing attacks industries from 2016 to 2017

Figure 14: Comparison of trends of ransomware attacks industries from 2016 to 2017

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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The financial industry may have similar requirements for retaining core business function, but they may 
also be  in a better financial position to meet the demands of threat actors. Consequently, they may be 
more profitable targets. The legal industry  has seen a decline in ransomware over the years. Decision-
makers will probably not be swayed to pay ransom demands since their function is not necessary for 
sustaining human life or critical economic function. Other industries had only a single ransomware 
attack, no ransomware attack or showed no increase or decline in the number of ransomware attacks.

It is important to note  that observed trends are not directly indicative of threat increase. Growth of 
security detection market, growth of eSentire’s detection surface, as well as the increased number 
of connected device across eSentire’s client base all influence the outcome of statistical analysis. In 
addition, the threat dynamic is affected by adversarial tendency to use alternate methods.

Attackers are generally motivated by financial, social or political agendas. While both opportunistic and 
targeted attacks share similar motivations, it is plausible that geo-political attacks are more likely to be 
targeted, whereas financial attacks are more likely to be opportunistic. 

An analysis of source IPs on the eSentire detection surface demonstrates the breadth and depth of a 
given infrastructure (Figure 15). The Y axis represents depth: the number of times a unique signature was 
detected. The X axis gives breadth: the number of unique clients whose infrastructure interacted with a 
particular host. If the number of clients is high, then the likelihood that an attack is targeted is low. 

The majority of alerted events seen across eSentire’s detection surface are opportunistic, as 
demonstrated by the lateral clustering of alerted events (Figure 15, shown in orange). Opportunistic 
attacks are popular amongst financially-motivated threat actors, as they rely on exploiting the least 
secured system available, rather than attempting to infiltrate a specific pre-determined target. 
Cybercriminals frequently make use of opportunistic attacks as profit is their top priority. Opportunistic 
attacks can be characterized by a large number of unique clients interactions with minimal associated 
signatures. 

A greater volume and diversity of threat detections is indicative of persistent attacks targeting a limited 
set of victims. Targeted attacks may be employed by both criminals groups and nation-state actors 
alike. Nation-state actors are generally well funded, making financial motives secondary to espionage 
or intellectual property theft. These actors are willing to devote time and resources to achieving their 
goals, despite the associated difficulties. While targeted attacks can generally be identified using the 
above logic (the volume and diversity of threat signals compared to the number of victims), the ability for 
sophisticated adversaries to blend in and appear opportunistic should not be discounted.

OPPORTUNISTIC VS TARGETED 
AT TACKS

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Various IPs appearing on the eSentire detection surface do not match the trends of either opportunistic 
or targeted attacks; they appear on multiple clients with a medium to high signature count. These events 
are generally false positives, generated by technology services. 

Figure 15: : Source IP addresses and the associated number of detected signatures (Y-axis) and number of clients reached (X-axis)

As events arrive on the eSentire detection surface, SOC analysts validate signatures to identify true 
positives.

Alerted events (shown in orange) are generally under 20 signatures and affect between 1 and 70 clients. 
The proportionality of these events suggests, with low confidence, that the majority of attacks that arrive 
on the eSentire detection surface are conducted by opportunistic threats. 

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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As the world becomes more connected, the cyber domain continues to pose implications for global 
and regional security. Through 2017, various nation state affiliated actors were attributed with 
international cyber-attacks against both government and private organizations (Relations, 2017). These 
actors have attempted to strengthen their domestic goals via clandestine internet activity, going so far 
as engaging in international alliances. Nation states are alleged to have engaged in cyber espionage, 
critical infrastructure attacks, intellectual property theft and influence campaigns during 2017 (CFR, 
2018)(Table 1). Each state has unique prerogatives that are shaped by domestic policies and current 
leadership goals. 

GLOBAL CYBER-ALLIANCES

While not explicitly cyber-alliances, there are two major strategic alliances that have emerged as 
potential players in the geopolitical context: Five Eyes and BRICS (Figure 16). Historically, the Five Eyes 
included the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand (Tossini, 2017). 
Today, the Five Eyes is made up of 14 countries, and sometimes referred to as the 14 Eyes. However, 
the additional Nine Eyes are considered “3rd party partners.”  The structure and motivation of the 
Five Eyes alliance is driven by national security interests. In December 2017, NATO declared that it 
would begin taking aggressive cyber-action against its rivals, particularly Russia (Weiss, 2017). The Five 
Eyes, while not explicitly involved, highlights a strong intelligence relationship between its five NATO 
members who are likely to play a central role in potentially emerging conflicts in the cyber domain.

2017 SOCIO -POLITICAL 
CONTEX T

Figure 16: Countries and alliances likely to be involved in a potential civil war.

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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The apparent rival to NATO and the Five Eyes is BRICS, a cooperative agreement between Brazil, Russia, 
India, China and South Africa (Foxall, 2016) (Reuters, 2016). Several of Russia’s neighbors have expressed 
interest in BRICS membership, including Iran and Syria who are currently members of the RSII Coalition 
with Russia. While the RSII’s stated objectives target the Islamic State, the coalition could plausibly 
strengthen Iran’s ties with Russia. Given that Iran has demonstrated some capability with respect to 
cyberwarfare (CFR, 2018) and Russia’s interest in exacting political influence on its immediate neighbors, 
a cyber-alliance involving Russia and Iran is not out of the question. Moscow has declared its intention 
to digitally segregate its own internet directory and share this infrastructure with members of BRICS, 
citing US information warfare as its primary motivation (Cimpanu, 2017). This infrastructure change will 
give the members of BRICS an extra layer of obfuscation and defense in cyber-operations.  Given the 
infrastructure dependency that North Korea has with Russia and China, it would not be surprising if 
Russia’s segregated internet gave North Korea the advantage in cyber-operations, as well. 

A look at the escalating tensions among emerging superpowers (Table 1) points to the potential for 
focused cyber-alliances to emerge and, with them, focused cyber-operations. Unlike conventional war, 
often contained to a region of physical space, cyberwar has the propensity to affect citizens globally as 
cyberweapons are released in the wild. 

CYBERCRIME

Cybercrime is generally motivated by financial gain and often comes in the form of ransomware, banking 
trojans, phishing emails and the scanning and exploitation of specific vulnerabilities. Cybercriminals may 
often share infrastructure and make use of public hosting and cloud services, which makes attribution 
and blocking difficult. Cybercrime can be conducted as widespread opportunistic attacks or attacks 
targeting vulnerable and profitable victims. 

HACKTIVISM

The infamous hacktivist group Anonymous, who popularized the use of the Guy Fawkes mask, are 
probably the most familiar example of hacktivism (Casserly, 2015). Anonymous targeted its victims based 
on political stance and statements and used reputation attacks and public defacement to attack targets. 
Lesser-known hacktivist groups populate the web, particularly in internet forums, where they can 
meet and discuss their ideological goals. A common example are white supremacy groups. The forum 
Stormfront, for example, is used by white supremacists to organize and focus availability attacks, web 
page defacement and social media trolling (Hern, 2017 ). These attacksare sometimes aimed at wealthy, 
politically-connected Jewish citizens that the supremacists believe are responsible for the US’ socio-
economic state.

Hacktivism is not likely to affect the majority of users. However, in light of social media influence 
campaigns conducted by Russia throughout 2016, it is possible for hacktivist capabilities to be 
outsourced by state-actors using misinformation ( Johnson, 2017).

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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2017 saw numerous escalations between nation states, two significant ransomware outbreaks and a 
host of attacks against critical infrastructure in targeted countries. There have also been several large 
data breaches involving millions of exposed records, including Equifax, Uber, Emdodo, Verizon, Deep 
Root Analytics and Sonic Drive-In (Novinson, 2017). 

We assess with medium confidence that 2018 will see a continuation of the following trends observed 
in 2017:

• Users will continue to be targeted via phishing and other social engineering techniques. Duping 
users into executing malware or exposing their credentials will remain the path of least resistance 
into target networks for the foreseeable future. 

• Banking malware and ransomware will continue to see widespread use throughout 2018. 
Ransomware attacks against new targets, such as poorly secured MongoDB and MySQL servers, 
will continue into 2018 and will continue to use social engineering techniques as a delivery method.

• IoT devices will continue to be targeted. The IoT Reaper botnet, while ominously reported on, never 
developed into a full-fledged DDoS threat. The success of Reaper’s limited recruitment campaign 
will not be lost on other groups looking to gain influence in the DDoS-for-hire market.

• Opportunistic attacks are not going anywhere in 2018. 2017 saw massive amounts of perimeter 
attacks leveraging vulnerabilities both new and old.  Successful perimeter exploitation is very rare, 
but has occurred as a result of accidental exposure of insecure systems to public networks.

• Cloud storage containers will continue to be targeted. Reports of poorly secured AWS (Amazon 
Web Services) buckets garnered considerable attention in 2017. Awareness increased as a result 
and new open-source and vendor tools emerged giving organizations – and adversaries – better 
visibility into sensitive data in the cloud.

2018 THREAT FORECAST
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The following section outlines seven specific scenarios, relating to threat actors and threat types, 
which may occur throughout 2018. It is important to note that these scenarios are not predictions, 
rather they are events that have a potential of occurring if preceded by various other events. 

Each individual scenario is followed by a list of indicators (+) and negative indicators (-). Indicators are 
the events that, if a scenario is true, would occur prior to the scenario. Indicators may be used as a 
warning sign to forecast the accuracy of a scenario. Negative indicators are any events that would 
prevent or decrease the likelihood of the scenario occurring. 

SCENARIOS AND INDICATORS

Factors to increase likelihood 
or probability of occurrence 
for a given scenario

Factors to decrease likelihood 
or probability of occurrence 
for a given scenario

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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As a response to continuous successful efforts in disrupting malicious infrastructure, cybercriminals have 
diversified their C2 methods by adopting distributed Swarm infrastructure. Swarm technology provides 
high availability by connecting independent nodes for the purpose of working towards a common task. 
This comes with two advantages: firstly, the piecewise instruction sets obfuscate the goals and effects of 
the swarm operation and, secondly, there is no central command system to take down. Disabling any one 
component of a swarm network will not compromise the swarm infrastructure,  therefore allowing attackers 
to sustain control over infected assets.

Security information sharing matures, resulting in comprehensive threat blocking. Threat actors are 
forced to pivot to new methods for the purpose of sustaining infrastructure (increases motivation to 
change).

Cost-effective commercial swarm solutions become available and/or adopted in information 
technology (increases capabilities).

Source code for easily implementable swarm infrastructure becomes publicly available through 
software development planforms or as a result of leaked information (increases capabilities, 
opportunities).

“Swarm enabled” malware found on black market or becomes available through a crime-as-a-service 
model (increases capabilities).

Major takedown and/or disruption of malicious infrastructure are continuously effective in making 
cybercrime less effective or costlier to execute (increases motivation to seek out new C2 methods).

Law Enforcement and private organizations improve collective ability to attribute attacks to 
perpetrators based on tradecraft (increases motivation to seek out less attributable infrastructure).

The Active Cyber Defense Certainty Act (ACDC) is adopted allowing private organization to make limited 
retaliatory strikes against malicious infrastructure or adversaries (increases motivation to seek out 
more obfuscated methods and resilient infrastructure).

Successful implementation of new detection/prevention tools/methods to deny existing C2 
communication channels (increases motivation to seek out new C2 methods).

Decreased costs for SSL Intercept appliances (higher adoption rates increases visibility into traditional 
C2 channels such as HTTPS thus increases defensive capabilities, increases motivation for attackers to 
seek out new C2 channels).

Increased adoption of host based intrusion systems (increases visibility into traditional C2 channels 
such as HTTPS thus increases defensive capabilities and increases motivation for attackers to seek out 
new channels).

SCENARIO 1  “Cybercriminals adopt swarm methods for command and control 
execution to harden blocking effort”

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E
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Machine learning methods often replace tedious human tasks. In the case of cybercrime, various stages 
of the cyber kill chain could theoretically be automated based on statistical learning principles. This could 
allow cybercriminals to achieve unprecedented scale and successful rate of infections at a significantly 
reduced cost.

Machine learning becomes widely adapted in cybersecurity industry, instigating an “arms race” 
between security firms and cybercriminals (increases motivation, capabilities).

Automatous exploitation toolkit or Proof of Concepts (POC) are publicly released by enthusiast 
through software development planforms or via academic research projects (access to POC code 
increases opportunity for adoption).

Readily available tools or information about active implementation of government sponsored projects 
are leaked and available for the broader public (release of tools would increase capabilities; project 
notes would increase motivation for capable adversaries to pursue development).

Increased amount of reliable and detailed technical research papers on autonomous exploitation or 
“Artificial Intelligence” (AI) enabled hacking tools (increases capabilities).

New cybersecurity-related machine learning methods become available and continuously attract 
media attention (increases capabilities).

Decrease in success rate of the existing cyber-attack methods coupled with failed or insignificant effort 
in applying legal measures to deter cybercrime (increase motivation to pursue new attack methods).

Cybercriminals focus less on gains from individual users, as crime is less rewarding on a per-victim 
basis (increases motivation for large scale, low overhead attack methods).

Nations increase funding in AI and machine learning programs applying to military and intelligence 
programs (increases capabilities).

Machine learning powered exploitation tools are used to improve efficacy of penetration testing 
services (targets are hardened against automatous exploitation, decreasing capabilities and motives).

SCENARIO 2  “Cybercriminals adopt machine learning to increase the scale of 
successful exploitations” (Autonomous Exploitation)
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With new cryptocurrencies emerging and Bitcoin breaking $19,000 USD at the end of 2017, financially-
motivated threat actors are incentivized to exploit vulnerable devices for the purpose of mining 
cryptocurrency at a reduced cost. 

Value of cryptocurrencies remain consistent or experiences growth (increases motivation to obtain 
cryptocurrency).

Cryptocurrencies become more integrated with mainstream economies (the ease of exchanging 
cryptocurrency for real world currency or goods increases motivation).

Source code of crypto mining malware becomes widely available (increases capabilities).

High energy prices (increases motivation to mine cryptocurrency on compromised infrastructure).

Companies that offer in-browser mining are accepted as legitimate (increases opportunity).

Increased processing power in IoT devices allows for efficient cryptocurrency mining (increases 
capabilities).

Increased number of popular cryptocurrency alternatives (increase motivation). 

Low energy prices make mining on local, dedicated infrastructure cost effective (decreases motivation).

Massive cryptocurrency market theft or takedown (decreases motivation).

A large decrease in the value of cryptocurrencies may result in declined interest (decreases 
motivation).

SCENARIO 3 “Cybercriminals give preference to crypto mining malware resulting 
in pandemic threat increase” 
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International terrorism organizations and radical groups are shifting their attention and methods towards 
better utilization of cyberspace to achieve their objectives. This is a response to demonstrated success 
in combating terrorism and radical groups in physical domains. Given the relatively small start-up cost 
required to initiate offensive programs and the availability of malicious tools on the web, there is little 
financial barrier for adopting such tools and methods.

Firsthand evidence that radical groups demonstrate success in attracting/recruiting ideology motivated 
and technically savvy personnel (increases capabilities).

Firsthand evidence of increased military, intelligence, or R&D spending/financing applied to cyberspace 
operations by nonaligned states or capable radical groups (increases opportunity).

Firsthand evidence of demonstrated offensive capabilities by developing countries or radical groups in 
the cyber domain (increases motivation for similar countries or groups to obtain similar capabilities).

Increased or continuous amount of public expressed intentions to carry out cyber-attacks by radical 
groups (increases opportunity).

Increased presence of qualified security or IT personnel seeking employment in developing countries 
(increases recruitment opportunities, increases capabilities). 

Cybersecurity organizations are opening remote offices and able to recruit/build up qualified technical 
personnel in non-aligned, aligned or developing countries (increase capabilities of local population, 
increases opportunity for future recruitment).

Improved internet infrastructure in less developed countries (increases capabilities). 

New public releases of ease-of-use, “commercial-grade” hacking tools (increases capabilities).

Increase in occurrences of attacks without financial or social motivation (increases opportunity).

Firsthand evidence that radical groups actively and continuously interact with the cybercriminal 
community or its individual members (increases opportunity).

Firsthand evidence of covert exchange of experience, training or “leasing” of skilled personnel offered 
by more advanced states, intelligence organizations or private organizations (increases capabilities).

Firsthand evidence of cyberwarfare or cyber espionage campaigns/attacks carried out against small 
rival nations (increases opportunity).

Lack of internationally accepted standards or norms of offensive operations in the cyber domain 
(increases opportunity).

Lack of or ineffective diplomatic mechanisms to contain the effort of developing countries to develop 
cyberwarfare capabilities (increases capability).

Inability to apply or lack of adequate retaliation mechanisms that developed states or democracies can 
use publicly (increases motivation).

Legislation introduced in developed nations which authorizes sanctions in retaliation to cyber-attacks 
(increases motivation for authorities to crack down on radical groups within their borders, resulting in 
decreased motivation and capability to conduct attacks).

SCENARIO 4 “Cyberwarfare methods are adopted and used by radical groups to 
cause damage to private organizations”
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With the advent of critical infrastructure attacks in the last year, the possibility of physical harm to 
humans as a consequence of cyber-attack becomes a reality. This could be a result of control systems 
malfunction in power or utility stations or the interruption of business function in industries like health 
and transportation.

Political or economic tensions increase between cyber-capable nation states coupled with limited cyber 
deterrence capabilities (increases motivation).

Publicly available information about methods used to apply cyber-attacks for the purpose of causing 
physical harm (increases opportunity).

Publicly available cyber tools designed to cause physical damage to information or computer systems 
(increases capability).

Availability of cyber tools designed to cause physical damage to information or computer systems on 
dark markets (increases capability).

Inability to apply or lack of adequate retaliation mechanisms in developed nations (increases 
motivation).

A hostile nation or radical group verbally threatens the safety or well-being of others (increases 
opportunity, motivation).

Adoption of self-driving cars coupled with inadequate cyber security safeguards (increases 
opportunity).

Adoption of swarm C2 infrastructure facilitates entry into air-gapped networks (increases capability).

Increased market demand for appliances with smart-features introduces new entry points into air-
gapped networks (increases opportunity).

Improved methods make attribution of cyberattacks or origins of cyber weapons more credible 
(decreases motivation).

Accidents attributed to software bugs in self-driving cars reduces rate of consumer adoption 
(decreases opportunity).

Resistance to self-driving transport trucks curtails the adoption rate (decreases opportunity). 

SCENARIO 5 “Cyber-attacks are used to cause physical damage infrastructure 
objects and/or loss of lives”
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Cryptocurrency markets are decentralized and poorly-regulated. The lack of government oversight 
combined with the high value and anonymous nature of cryptocurrencies has resulted in a threat 
landscape where cryptocurrency theft is growing in popularity. 

Increased amount of publicly disclosed breaches or media coverage related to cryptocurrency 
(increases motivation).

Internet chatter about successful methods of attacks against crypto wallets (increases motivation, 
opportunity).

Lack of security regulations and enforcement in cryptocurrency related areas (increases motivation).

Cryptocurrency continues grow in value (increases motivation).

Cryptocurrencies become more integrated with mainstream economies (increases motivation).

Increased number of popular cryptocurrency alternatives (increases motivation). 

Ease of transferring cryptocurrency into real world currency or goods (increases motivation).

New variants of banking malware show success in targeting wallets (increases opportunity).

National currency experiences hyperinflation (increases motivation to obtain cryptocurrency).

New sanctions strain national economy (actors looking to subvert sanctions are motivated to obtain 
cryptocurrency).

Governments begin implementing stronger cryptocurrency regulations (decreases motivation).

The anonymity of cryptocurrencies is reduced by either technology or regulations (decreases 
motivation).

Appreciable decline in cryptocurrency values (decreases motivation).

Increased scrutiny of cryptocurrency transactions by law enforcement (decreases motivation).

SCENARIO 6 “Increased information stealing attacks targeting crypto wallets”
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In 2017, it was reported that unique mobile subscriptions reached over 5 billion (GSMA). This represents 
two thirds of the world’s population. Similarly, IoT is continuing to grow in popularity and is now being 
readily adopted by both organizations and home users. Between the massive mobile/IoT landscape 
that has emerged and the increased number of mobile users sending sensitive data, such as banking 
information via their devices, threat actors are increasingly motivated to target mobile and IoT devices. 

Security awareness around mobile remains low (increases opportunity).

Greater number of IoT / mobile devices deployed globally (increases opportunity).

Major vulnerability found in large IoT maker(s), allowing root level access / control of devices (increases 
capability).

Improvements in battery life results in a reduction of new phone sales (users are less motivated 
to purchase new phones). Percentage of older (and potentially unsupported) grows (increases 
opportunity).

Phone performance tied to software version. Public perception that new updates will result in poor 
performance motivates users to forgo updates (increases opportunity).

Wormable exploit discovered for mobile/IoT devices (increases capability).

Continuation of increased internet access in emerging markets (increases opportunity).

Proliferation of counterfeit IoT devices on grey markets increase amount of network connected devices 
potentially unsupported by legitimate vendors (increases opportunity).

Crackdown on sale of counterfeit IoT devices on grey markets (reduces opportunity).

Detection and response product emerges for mobile devices. Widespread adoption by organizations 
results in hardened mobile devices (decreases opportunity). 

New trend in mobile accessories emerges, results in various accessories addressing user privacy 
concerns (decreases capability for adversaries to eavesdrop, monitor targets via mobile devices).

New legislation introduces which addresses privacy concerns. New smartphones are forced to inform 
the user when the camera or microphone is turned on (decreases capability).

New legislation introduced which bans certain IoT devices from public places (decreases capability).

Automated IoT vulnerability reporting system introduced. Owners of vulnerable, internet exposed 
devices are notified rapidly and provided remediation steps (decreases capability, opportunity).

SCENARIO 7 “Cybercriminals focus attention on attacking/exploiting mobile 
devices, IoT and smartphones over personal computers”
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METHODOLOGY
T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E

E S E N T I R E

The eSentire Threat Intelligence team used data gathered from 1500+ proprietary network and 
host-based detection sensors distributed across multiple industries. Raw data was normalized and 
aggregated using automated machine-based processing methods. Processed data was reviewed by 
a visual data analyst applying quantitative analysis methods. Quantitative intelligence analysis results 
were further processed by a qualitative intelligence analyst resulting in a written analytical product.

The eSentire Cyber Threat Intelligence practice is supported by multi-disciplined and carefully selected 
personnel with deep knowledge and technical expertise. The team provides timely, high-quality 
intelligence, specializing in technical threat research; all-source intelligence analysis; and risk mitigations.
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Attachment 1: Confidence Language Used

Confidence language expresses the analyst’s judgment on the probability, or likelihood that a certain 
event will occur under defined circumstances and considering the cumulative quality of information that 
supports an assessment. 

• Certainly: 100% or (10/10) chances that a certain event will occur under defined circumstances. 

• Highly Probable: 93%+-6% or (8/10) chances that a certain event will occur under defined 
circumstances. 

• Probable: 75% or (7/10) chances that a certain event will occur under defined circumstances 

• Plausible: 50% or (5/10). Chances are even 

• Probably not: 30% +-10% or (3/10) that a certain event will occur under defined circumstances 

• Almost Certainly not: 7%+-5% or (1/10) that a certain event will occur under defined circumstances 

Attachment 2: Threat Signals Normalization Taxonomy (based on the eCSIRT.net taxonomy) 

Threat Signals Type Normalization Schema

Threat Type Sub Type Description/Examples

Malicious 
Code

Virus

Any malicious software that is intentionally included or inserted in a 
system for a harmful purpose. A user interaction is normally necessary 
to activate the code.

Worm

Trojan

Spyware

Ransomware

Rootkit

...

Information 
Gathering

Scanning

Attacks that send requests to a system to discover weak points. This 
also includes some kinds of testing processes to gather information 
about hosts, services and accounts. Examples: fingerd, DNS querying, 
ICMP, SMTP (EXPN, RCPT, …).

Sniffing Observing and recording network traffic (wiretapping).

Social Engineering Gathering information from a human being in a non-technical way (eg, 
lies, tricks, bribes, or threats).

AT TACHMENTS
T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E

E S E N T I R E
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Threat Signals Type Normalization Schema

Threat Type Sub Type Description/Examples

Intrusion Attempts

Exploiting known 
vulnerabilities

An attempt to compromise a system or to disrupt any service by 
exploiting vulnerabilities with a standardised identifier such as CVE 
name (eg, buffer overflow, backdoors, cross side scripting, etc).

Login attempts Multiple login attempts (guessing / cracking of passwords, brute force).

New attack signature A network intrusion attempt using an unknown exploit.

Availability

DDoS
By this kind of an attack a system is bombarded with so many packets 
that the operations are delayed or the system crashes. DoS examples 
are ICMP and SYN floods, Teardrop attacks and mail-bombing. DDoS 
often is based on DoS attacks originating from botnets, but also other 
scenarios exist like DNS Amplification attacks. 

However, the availability also can be affected by local actions 
(destruction, disruption of power supply, etc.) or by spontaneous 
failures or human error, without malice or gross neglect being involved.

DoS

Sabotage

Outage (no malice)

Fraud

Unauthorized use of
resources

Using resources for unauthorized purposes including profit-making 
ventures (eg, the use of e-mail to participate in illegal profit chain letters 
or pyramid schemes).

Copyright Selling or installing copies of unlicensed commercial software or other 
copyright protected materials (Warez).

Masquerade Types of attacks in which one entity illegitimately assumes the identity of 
another in order to benefit from it.

Phishing Masquerading as another entity in order to persuade the user to reveal 
a private credential.

Unclassified

All incidents which
do not fit in one of
the given categories
should be put into this 
class.

If the number of incidents in this category increases, it is an indicator 
that the classification scheme must be revised.

Policy 
Violation

Unauthorized
Applications
• Skype
• P2P
• SMTP
• FTP
• ...

Any incident resulting from violation of an organization’s acceptable 
usage policies by an authorized user.

Remote Access
• SSH
• LogMeln
• RDP
• TeamViewer
• ...

Proxy/Tunnel
• Proxy
• TOR
• ...

Reputation
Block Known bad indicator Block/ detection based on known bad indicator, but without other 

validation or attribution to other incidents types.

Source: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/csirt-cert-services/community-projects/existing-taxonomies
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All attacks have been grouped based on a common threat taxonomy and arranged to the following nine 
categories: 

• Abusive Content: Activities that include unsolicited bulk emails, discretization or discrimination of 
somebody in cyber space, glorification of violence, or unappropriated sexual content (spam, cyber 
stalking, racism, pornography and threats against one or more individuals). 

• Availability: Activities that include deliberate impairment to the normal authorized functionality 
of networks, systems or applications by exhausting resources, or spontaneous failures or human 
errors, without malice or gross neglect being involved (DDoS, DoS, sabotage, non-malicious outage). 

• Information Gathering: Any activity that seeks to gather information, in a technical and 
non-technical way, about a user’s computer systems, open ports, protocols, services, or any 
combination. This activity does not directly result in a compromise, uses to facilitate further 
exploitation (scans, probes, sniffing, social engineering). 

• Intrusion Attempts: Activities that include attempts to compromise a system, application or 
authentication mechanisms by exploiting vulnerabilities, or weakness in a given system or its 
component (attacks against known vulnerabilities exploitations, password attacks and “zero days” 
exploitations). 

• Intrusions: Activities that include a successful compromise of a system, web application, service, or 
an account (privilege/unprivileged account compromise, web application or server compromise). 

• Malicious Code: Successful installation, or attempts to include or insert, any malicious software 
in an operating system or application for a harmful purpose (Virus, Worm, Trojan, Spyware, 
Ransomware). vulnerabilities, or weakness in a given system or its component (attacks against 
known vulnerabilities exploitations, password attacks and “zero days” exploitations). 

• Policy Violations: Any activities resulting from violation of an organization’s acceptable usage 
policies by an authorized user, but not related to other categories (non-malware related TOR traffic, 
attempts to access to restricted web content, use or unauthorized software/applications). 

• Reputation Blocks: Denial or detection of attacks based on high confidence, but a one dimensional 
“known bad indicator” (confirmed bad IP address, or known malicious infrastructure, malicious MD5/ 
SHA256 file hash values). 

• Unclassified Attacks: All events which do not fit in one of the given categories, due to lack of 
attribution or low confidence for events being malicious.
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